
Country : PORTUGAL / PT 
 

 

 
Prohibited commodities 

Antiques 
Furs 
Jewellery 
Precious metals & stones 

 

 
 Document Express 
General correspondence (business or private), plus:  
Advertising brochures/pamphlets  [1]   Airline tickets, issued/validated  
Annual reports     Artwork inc/drawings/proofs/layouts  [2]
Blank forms  [3]   Blueprints  
Booklets, brochures (non-adv.)  [3]   Books: hardback/paperback non-

commercial use  
[4]

Business cards  [5]   Cash letters (NI)  
Catalogues  [3]   Charts/graphs  [4]
Cheques, cashier (NI)  [6]   Credit card blanks (NI)  [2]
Credit cards (NI)  [2]   Deeds  
Documents, general business     Invoices, not blank  
Magazines, periodicals, journals  [2]   Manuals, technical  [3]
Manuscripts     Maps  [4]
Negatives, including x-rays, films  [2]   Newspapers  [2]
Pamphlets       

Photographs  [2]   Photos as part of business reports  [2]
Plans/drawings/architecture/industrial/ 
engineering  

[2]   Price lists  [2]

Shipping schedules     Transparencies  [2]
Visa applications       

      

1.  Maximum quantity: 2 pieces; Otherwise send via WPX 
2.  Maximum quantity: 20 pieces; Otherwise send via WPX 
3.  Maximum weight per shipment: 5kg (11lbs); Otherwise send via WPX 
4.  Maximum quantity: 10 pieces; Otherwise send via WPX 
5.  Maximum quantity: 50 pieces; Otherwise send via WPX 
6.  If "Payable To" is completed and cheque is crossed and/or Non-Negotiable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Standard IFCO prohibitions plus: Imitation and pirated products  



 
Worldwide Package Express 
Invoices must be on shipper’s logo paper and contain number, date, description of contents, units (no” 0” value 
accepted), signed and stamped, no handwritten or corrections type code, terms of delivery (inco terms).  
Software material should have the hardware & software values + the name of the software programs, or 
Customs will not accept the invoice. Note following WPX restrictions:  
Animal products  [1]   Drugs: prescription  [2]
Foodstuffs  [3]   Ivory  [1]
Medical samples  [4]   Plant products  [5]
Plants  [5]   Textile articles  [6]
Tobacco  [7]     

  
1. CITES Certificate and/or Certificate of origin required, when applicable. 
2. If consigned to an individual: prescription required written by Portuguese doctor. If consigned to laboratories: 
proof of local registration required. 
3. Phyto Sanitary Certificate from origin is necessary. For sweets, a declaration of origin stating composition 
and percentage of ingredients is requested. 
4. Invoice must state reason for travel. 
5. A Phytopathological Certificate is necessary from origin and destination. 
6. Export license or mutilation agreement required if from Asia/Pacific origins. 
7. Can only be imported if the price is homologated in Portugal. Consignee’s responsibility to check whether or 
not it can be imported. 

 

 

 
 Service Impact Notes 

DHL does not provide clearance for transit material as the material coming for ships, etc.  
 
 Operation Notes 
 

Not Available 

 


